
 

Itemized Pricing 

 

Bar Height Tables: 

Create additional conversation areas for your guests. 

(4) 32'' Round Bar Height Cocktail Table with black spandex 

tablecloth 

$10 each table includes black spandex table cover 

 

 

 

 

Modern Outdoor Furniture: 

Relax & unwind on our comfortable 7piece Patio 

Furniture Rattan Wicker Sectional. 

1 Center or side cocktail table 

20 different configurations  

$300 

Area Rug: 
(1) 8’x11’Contemporary Outdoor Moroccan Trellis Flat 

Decorative Area Rug $10 

 

 

Canopy Tents: 
Enjoy your event rain or shine! UV coated to block out 

the sun’s harmful rays and waterproof to protect from 

the rain.  

(3) Black Pop Up Canopy Tents 10’ x 10’ 

$25/tent includes 4 canopy weight plates per tent. 
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Fire Pit: 
Enjoy a fireside chat with an 

Outdoor Fire Pit table. 

Includes 1 propane tank 

(approximately 4hrs burn 

time) $125 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Market Lighting: 
These globe string lights create the perfect 

atmosphere for any venue or occasion.  

25’sets $50/set 

 

 

 

 

Corn Hole Boards & Large Block Jenga: 
Both Classic games 

Perfect for almost any outdoor social. $25/ set 
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Party Deck: 

Get the party started with this Party Deck. Transform the RV ramp door into an entertaining space in seconds. 

Includes Patio Steps and handrail. Can hold up to 1500lbs $150 

Use this space as: 

• Photo Booth | DJ Booth | Additional Service Bar | Private Lounge 

 

 

 

Outdoor Sound System: 
JBL EON ONE Portable 6-Channel PA System 

Professional sound quality for your event. Great for making announcements, Live music or getting the party 

started. Includes 6 sound drivers, 10” subwoofer, 6 channel input/output. 

Also has wireless Bluetooth connection so you can easily play personal sound tracks. 

Includes: 2 microphones & Dual microphone stand $150 
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Casino Games Table: 
Choice of 4 different games. Table shown is for small parties. Additional tables are available for large parties. 

 
Roulette | Players place various bets such as red and black, odd and even, specific numbers and/or 

groups of numbers. The croupier spins a large wheel along with a small precision ball. The number the 

ball lands on determines the winners for that spin. Colorful playing cards and explanations are provided 

to each participant. 

Poker 

$500 includes dealer for 3hours 
 

 

 

Black Jack | This is the most popular game in any casino in the world and the 

foundation for all of the games. Black Jack is a simple game of twenty one, where each player attempts to 

reach that number while drawing cards from the deck. The player is pitted against the house. 

$400 includes dealer for 3hours 
 

 

 

Craps | A favorite choice of "action players" in any casino. As this is a more complex game than 

some of the others, our staff will open the table with a 10-15 minute lesson. The game is played with 

two pairs of dice. The dice rotate from player to player. The initial roll of the dice generates either an 

immediate winner with a roll of 7 or 11, or an immediate loser with a roll of 2,3 or 12. If none of these 

rolls is the first roll, your "point" is established. You need to roll this number again in some 

combination before rolling a 7 in order to win. Croupiers have been trained to utilize the table to its' 

fullest extent. They understand the use of "come" bets, "field" bets, "hard ways", "place" bets and 

"odds" bets. We are happy to assist each player with these various bets!  

$500 includes dealer for 3hours 
 

 

 

Poker | This is the most traditional casino and gaming card game. Games will be decided by 

dealer's choice or player's choice for their favorite seven or five card poker game. Game choice 

rotates around the table and winner takes all. Every player must bet their ante and raise their 

hands according to other players or fold. 

$450 includes dealer for 3hours 
 

 

Upon arrival, each of your guests will receive an envelope with everything they need inside for tons of FUN! Each envelope contains 

50,000 in play script, one raffle ticket and a brief explanation of the evening.  

The players will take the play script to the gaming tables and receive chips in return. At the end of the night, the players will 

exchange their chips and play script for additional raffle tickets. For every 20,000 earned, your guest will redeem it for one raffle 

ticket. In the event the player does not use his play script he will still have the opportunity to enter the raffle. 

 

This format is the only one that the state attorney will allow us to use. However, it works great! All of our tables are designed for a 

genuine casino atmosphere, staffed with certified dealers and croupiers who not only entertain your guests but also teach them! 
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Bar Height Table & Chairs: 
Sleek and stylish black counter height swivel 

table and chairs. The table top is a chic faux 

leather top with a chrome base. Hydraulic lift 

mechanism allows height adjustment to 

accommodate various settings. $75 | 5piece set 

 

 

 

 

 

Bar: 
The bar is equipped with a wine rack, glass holders and shelving. It 

can also convert into a casino gaming table. (see Casino Games for 

more details).  

The Bar can be placed in a number of different locations including 

the main Game Zone and Party Deck if your party does not include 

gaming. $75 
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Interior Color: 
Why not add some color to your event. Choose from 20 different colors to add to the theme.  

There are 8 light patterns: Quick/ Slow/ Auto/ Flash/ 3 color jumpy change/ 7 color jumpy change/ 3 color 

fade change/ 7 color fade change and R/G/B increase and decrease control. 

 

 

 

Charging Station: 
 

For your convenience we have a charging 

station with broad compatibility. Will 

charge both android and ios devices. 

Includes six charging cables.  
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Entertainment Center: 
Select your choice of music using our 24" flat screen with 

keyboard & mouse. Choose genres from Pandora, Sirius 

xm, You Tube & Karaoke. All connected to a premium 

sound system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Virtual Reality: 
The littlest, big screen - Oculus Go is an all-in-one virtual reality 

headset. Crystal clear optics and state-of-the-art 3D graphics make 

your headset feel more like a personal theater. With 1000+ apps, 

play games and more. 

$25 per headset. 
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Zoe &Tyson: … Our Brand Ambassadors and Directors of Security are 

available for special appearances …. 

Inquire within for pricing! 

  

 

 

HAVE A GREAT DAY! 


